PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SAVINGS ON SAVINGS: INTERRAIL OFFER 15% OFF PROMOTION FOR PASSES
PURCHASED THROUGH END MARCH
All Passes Offer Extra Cost-Saving Benefits Throughout Europe
UTRECHT, The Netherlands, 01 February 2017 – From now until 31 March 2017 Interrail is
making it even more affordable for European travellers to book their 2017 travel ventures with a
promotion offering 15% off a wide range of Interrail Passes. The introduction of an extended
purchase period in 2016 from three to 11 months prior to departure, means travellers of all ages
can already plan for summer with the save now, travel later option.
Under the spring deal, customers can secure an Interrail Global Pass, allowing extensive travel
through up to 30 European countries, or select from a range of Interrail One Country Passes at
the reduced fee. These alluring savings are on top of the regular, year-round extras that come
with purchasing a Pass like no luggage fees, no pricey airport transfers, and children 11 years
of age and under travelling for free. From the start of 2017, Interrail’s age limit for the popular
youth passes, offering up to 35 percent off the standard first class adult fare, has also been lifted
from 25 to 27 years and under.
Travelling with an Interrail Pass also provides a suite of additional cost-saving benefits
throughout Europe’s most popular travel destinations, including:


VIP Lounges: Holders of a first class Interrail Pass have free access to VIP lounges in
the main train stations of Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden.



tripwolf: Interrail Pass holders get a 50% discount on tripwolf's Unlimited Packages,
including travel guides for +600 popular destinations.



Global Roaming SIM Card: Interrail Pass holders get more than 35% off a Global
Roaming SIM Card Package covering 31 countries within Europe.



Hotelcard: A 50% Hotelcard AG discount is exclusively offered to Interrail customers,
allowing stays at over 600 top hotels in the most beautiful regions of Switzerland and its
neighboring countries.



City sightseeing: Interrail Italy Pass holders get a 20% discount on city sightseeing
bus tours in Genova, Firenze, Livorno, Milano, Napoli, Padova, Pisa, Roma, Torino,
Trieste, and Verona.



Hermitage Museum Amsterdam - Portrait Gallery of the Golden Age: A 25%
discount is provided to Interrail Pass holders on the regular entrance fee to this
exhibition showcasing rarely displayed pieces from Dutch Masters.
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Lyon City Card: Showing a Interrail Pass at the tourist information center gets Pass
holders 20% off an individual card or 50% off a second card which provides free entry
to 22 museums and more in the popular French city.



S-Bahn: Interrail Pass holders get to hop around Germany cities for free as the Pass is
valid on the S-Bahn (suburban metro railways) networks that DB, the German railways,
operates in German cities.



Shopping at VIA Outlets: Show an Interrail Pass at the Information Center in Batavia
Stad Amsterdam Fashion Outlet, Landquart Fashion Outlet in Switzerland and Fashion
Arena Prague Outlet and receive a VIP Voucher offering 10% extra discounts on
already-discounted outlet prices.

A complete list of Pass benefits available for each country is available via the free Interrail Rail
Planner App.
Interrail Global Passes can be used to travel throughout as many as 30 participating Interrail
countries and offer travellers the flexibility to create their own unique itinerary across Europe.
The One Country Passes provide extensive options for those wanting to experience a single
Interrail country.

###
About Eurail G.I.E.
Established in 2001, Eurail Group G.I.E. is the organisation dedicated to the management of
Eurail and Interrail products, for both non-European and European residents respectively.
Owned by over 35 railway and shipping companies, Eurail Group G.I.E. partners with hotels,
transport companies and attractions to offer additional special benefits to all Eurail Pass
holders. Visit www.eurailgroup.org for further information.
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